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Minutes of the meeting 
CERN, 4th October 2006 

 
 
Agenda:   http://agenda.cern.ch/fullAgenda.php?ida=a057710  
 
Minutes: Jeremy Coles 
Attendees: Please refer to list at the end of the minutes 
 

Meeting Summary 
 

Introduction (Kors Bos) 
It seems still too early to predict when we can switch to SL4. We decide to wait for the 
full solution and not use a half-way solution first. To be discussed again at the next 
meeting. Large files (several GBytes) were discussed and it was decided that the 
experiments do some tests to find software that is unable to cope. 

Storage Classes Deployment Issues (Artem Trunov) 
A (much debated) report was given on a dedicated meeting the day before. A summary 
was written by Flavia Donno and attached to the agenda. It was decided that the meeting 
was very useful but not conclusive and that another of those meetings is needed. 

Update of the LHCb Computing Model (Nick Brook) 
An update was presented for the requirements for 2008. The numbers have slightly 
changed after the new LHC running schedule became available. The CPU needs are 
largely determined by Monte Carlo and are therefore to a large extend independent of a 
change in machine schedules. 
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Feedback from the LHCC Compr. Review (Les Robertson) 
The result of the review was generally positive. Little concrete advice for the future was 
given. NDGF was not mentioned but some plans had been made during a dedicated 
meeting with the newly nominated NDGF management. 

Security Policies Update (Dave Kelsey) 
The CA Approval Policy has been approved by EGEE and LCG. A draft top- level 
Security Policy document was discussed. To be ready for approval by end 2006. The Site 
Operational Procedures has been much discussed on the mailing list. Submitted for 
approval to EGEE PEB. Not clear who needs to sign this policy.  The VO AUPs were 
compared and the experiments are encouraged to finish and approve those documents. 

User Level Accounting Update (John Gordon) 
The proposal made at the Rome GDB meeting was repeated and some extensions of the 
prototype shown at BNL were demonstrated . No further comments were received so it 
was decided to go ahead with the full implementation of the model. Can be tested on 
small number of sites running gLite 3.0.3. Not clear yet what the consequences of pilot 
jobs are for user-level accounting.  

LHC OPN (David Foster) 
Progress was reported from a recent meeting in Utrecht where it was decided that the 
OPN comprises the T0-T1 and T1-T1 traffic but not any of the T1-T2 links. A Network 
Operation Centre, the E2ECU is being set up by DANTE and should be operational by 
end 2006.  This also comprises the non-European links of the OPN. A monitoring system 
based on the perfsonar tool is being rolled out. 

VOMS Deployment (Kors Bos) 
The LDAP VO services will be switched off at the end of 2006. The VOMS service as of 
December 11 will only run from lcg-registrar.cern.ch. It was noted only CMS had 
introduced VOMS groups and roles and the other experiments were encourage to do now 
the same. 

VOMS Configuration in YAIM (Oliver Keeble) 
Scripts are available to implement job priorities based on VOMS groups and roles but the 
sysadmin has to tailor the default script to the specific set up (a.o. the batch system) of 
the site. The new version of YAIM supporting this will not be released within a month. 

VOMS awareness of the Storage Sytems (Tony Cass, Jean 
Philippe Baud, Patrick Fuhrman) 
Very detailed descriptions were given of the implementation difficulties in the different 
storage systems. CASTOR implementation of VOMS will wait for SRM 2. DPM is 
ready. dCache is not going to use VOMS for a while but understands roles groups using 
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uids. Needs to be taken up in 2007 after the implementation and tests of the new SRM 
interfaces. 
 

Detailed minutes 
 

1. Introduction (Kors Bos) 
 
Kors noted that following discussions NDGF will take part in the joint security policy 
group. From the previous meeting there was an action on centres to move to reporting in 
decimal units – Kors believed this to be now communicated? It was announced that 
Estonia will join WLCG as a CMS Tier-2 site. Members were reminded that the next 
(November) GDB will be in the directors conference room. There will again be a pre-
GDB meeting on storage classes. 
 
John Gordon expected that, given the SRM implementation deadline of the end of 
October 10, 2006, there would be a larger storage class meeting before November and 
suggested a Friday afternoon discussion. Kors remarked that the last meeting did not 
cover all use cases but was not sure how to fit this in and moved on to other dates. 
October 18th will be an FTS admin day at SARA. October 24th will be the CRRB at 
CERN. The proposed date for an August 31st GDB in Vancouver needs to be agreed 
before the end of 2006. 
 
There was discussion on the CERN migration to SLC4. It was noted that EGEE VOs may 
have different switch over timelines than those of WLCG. Kors asked about the plan for 
the middleware. Claudio Grande (JRA1) said that so far about 10% of the total gLite 
components had been ported to the new ETICS system (SLC4 based), an automatic script 
will be used to build the remaining components. The priority is for the Worker Node and 
User Interface components. The port to SL4 and 64-bit needs the new version of VDT. 
Many components are now working with the new VDT but there are problems with use 
of the compiler available with SL4. There is no reason not to use the old compiled code 
for deployment on SL4 providing the required libraries are made available.  
 
Kors asked if the 31st October was possible for the SL4 middleware. Claudio said it was 
not. Markus Schulz said a description of how sites have moved client lib raries to SL4 
without recompiling (bring old libraries with them) could be made available. Kors asked 
whether experiments could then use the new compiler to which Markus answered “no”.   
Claudio added that it depends on the route the experiment is using - if python or 
command line then there is no problem but for C++ the code and the libraries must have 
been compiled with the same version of the compiler. Markus – if they want to recompile 
then they need the two libraries.  
 
Kors pointed out that the GDB said it would make a migration plan. Markus commented 
that with the last OS move it took about 1 year for all sites to move with some sites not 
being able to migrate as users had software using RH7.3. John pointed out that if the 
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middleware is not changing then it should not matter if a site is using SL3 and SL4! If the 
middleware is not dependent then this is not a problem. Markus: The SL3 middleware 
and applications link with the SL4 compiler. John: Then we need 2 versions. Markus: We 
do not have a working SL4 for all client libraries yet. Compatibility mode will allow sites 
to move providing users use the old compiler. For some sites that can not run SL3 
anymore [due to new hardware] this is a problem. Kors: We still need a plan. We will put 
this [migration discussion] slide up again at the next meeting to get dates. 
 
Lothar: There are instructions scattered around from sites that have done this [port] 
already. If the deadline is 31st October then there is no alternative but to use this 
workaround and do the full migration on a more realistic timeline. Markus : The problem 
is there is a large amount of kit which must use SL4 – for this do we concentrate on a full 
port or interim solution? Claudio: There will be an issue with external dependencies. 
Markus: In addition we will want this port on an SL4 PPS before production rollout. Ian: 
We are trying to get an SL4 version out but there are many issues. Kors: So, do we have 
an interim solution or must we wait for a full solution? Tony: CERN will wait – it just 
means reduced capacity otherwise we end up in a mixed mode with one migration 
followed quickly by another. Since January we have been flagging the requirement. As a 
site we should say the middleware has not been delivered and ask how EGEE will start 
testing on SL5 next year and not be another year behind. Ian: JRA1 are working with a 
non-production version of VDT. Claudio: VDT never compiled with SL4. It should not 
be us doing this port! John: But the relationship is  good and last time they [Globus] 
moved to a production version when we asked them to do so. Ian: They do not claim to 
support the compiler available in SL4. Jeff:  Is that not what ETICS is going to address. 
Stefano: We are mixing things. Sites must change the kernel they use. There is a way to 
run the new hardware with a workaround. The full port is taking the time it takes. People 
are working on it. Putting the two things together does not seem to help either. Site may 
want all hardware on the same Operating System (OS). Kors: I am just concerned that 
sites  doing that will be on their own. Markus: I can’t imagine sites will remove the old 
compiler. Most production versions of SL4 will have both versions of libraries. LAL has 
done it. Stefano: Markus is asking if sites need support for this. The sites need to respond 
as the experiments would like the new hardware available. Fabio Hernandez: We are 
trying to do it at IN2P3.  
 
Ian: [We] spent the first part of this year trying to build two sets of middleware – there 
are a finite number of people and resources.  There is no magic here. Markus: This is 
being tracked two times per week in the EMT agenda. If you want we can put as a fixed 
item the move to the next version of SL. Tony: RHEL and SL are supposed to be 
compatible – we should not need magic.  
 
The discussion moved on to the subject of big files. Kors had sent out an email to the 
GDB list on file sizes asking for feedback. It takes more time to transfer small files to 
tape etc. and so this issue has wide efficiency implications – it is not just RAW data but 
also ESD that needs to be considered. Kors said he would like to hear from the 
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experiments and if there is a problem at sites they should raise it (hard limitations one 
way or the other should be brought forward). 
 
John: The end effect is on the network too. Jeff: This should also be raised with the 
middleware area as it affects catalogues - bigger sizes being better. Dario : Does file 
transfer prefer a given size? Maarten Litmaath – currently we can still go to bigger files. 
Dario: What about 10 1GB files vs a single 10GB file (in the latter case if there is a single 
failure the transfer will keep retrying). Markus: With a move to bigger files we need to 
make FTS etc. smart enough to restart. Maarten: But if there is no put done the file stays 
open. Just need to see what happens in 10GB range. Markus: This is similar to the old  
gridFTP problem.  
 
Action 0610-1: Kors to send a mail reminder on maximum file sizes 
 
On the subject of a network test suite, Kors observed that T0 -T1 and T1-T1 traffic is 
known but not T1-T2 traffic. There has been a suggestion to launch monitoring jobs to set 
up iperf tests to the T1s.  John mentioned that a tool was developed in EDG and 
something has since been deployed in the UK. E2emonit is now doing this for EGEE. Ian 
added that this is being worked on by people at Edinburgh. Markus: It gives end-to-end 
performance data. 
 
Action 0610-2: Pointer for e2emonit to be sent to Kors. 
The EGEE URL is: http://www.egee-npm.org/e2emonit/ 
 
Fabio: WNs are not connected to the same network outbound so the iperf method 
associated with jobs on WNs would not work.  
 
The discussion moved on to fail-over solutions: Is there an option to use a democratic 
raw data distribution mechanism? Dario: BNL – takes more than 20% of ATLAS data 
and would have a bigger impact on rates to other sites if down. Andrew Sansum: Double 
rate capacity? Would you not pair similar sites? Jamie: Each site has to have a full set of 
ESD so splitting the transfer democratically to cover sites being down will not work. 
Tony: If the CERN connection is down then the suggestion will not work either. Stefano: 
Data are not equal as it is divided by physics stream. Jamie: If CERN goes down what do 
you have to do? You MUST go at catch up rate and so you need the capacity to do this. 
Stefano: Is it such a problem to provide this? Kors: It is money. Jeff: There are 5 Tier-1s 
down right now! Kors: So we can close the issue.  
 

2. Storage Class report (Artem Trunov) 
 
The group for which Artem was reporting concentrated on the three main storage classes.  
There was some concern about the mixture of group and local site views and also future 
vs present remarks as put forward in the presentation. The varied discussions which 
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followed were difficult to record so what follows are some snippets which those 
reviewing the minutes who were present at the meeting may wish to expand on: 
 
Tony: It would be better to reorder the slides and have the consensus  view first and 
suggestions later. 
 
Maarten: If you don’t structure namespace can you make it work on HPSS.  HPSS at the 
moment is driven by namespace. Artem: Also dCache works this way. Maarten: To make 
SRM2.2 work in the short term may need both.  
 
John: What do you mean by a “file gets put”? How do you get one file to tape and not to 
tape from the same directory?  
 
Tony: You need to use a space token. ATLAS_RAW_runperiod_ESD but to get the 
storage class you need to use a space token. Maarten: Was this a requirement or wish 
from the VOs? You can not escape from the organisational namespace in that manner. I 
am inclined to believe this means namespace needs to be properly organised.  
ARETM: ATLAS are doing this. CMS will do it. LHCb are starting to go in this 
direction.  
 
Tony: Slide 8 – CASTOR points are wrong. There is nothing to say that disk1tape0 will 
be backed up on tape. That is a CERN choice. John: A feature in CASTOR makes this 
necessary now. Tony: As a long term statement though this is incorrect. Shaun [CASTOR 
developer at RAL] does not make the implementation decisions at RAL. On the next 
point Tape1Disk1 (T1D1) is also missing, we will not delete files if experiments do not 
request it. In CASTOR T1D0 will honour read requests so files might be deleted from 
disk which is different from dCache.  
 
If the class is Disk0 and there is not a lifetime/pin on a file then that file is not guaranteed 
to remain on disk. Disk1 files will be left and the system will refuse read/write requests 
but the statement [in the presentation] suggests otherwise.  
 
Maarten: There may be a special arrangement with some VOs – if the VO fills the disk to 
90% then the site will start to delete files. Tony: And this is a site decision. Andrew: 
Shaun was representing our T1 at the discussions but the view put forward is not our long 
term position.  
 
Point 6:  Tony: I disagree with this presentation and here the statement – T1D1 is 
primarily used to send data out. To say that T1D1 needs to be used carefully is a 
misrepresentation. Statements like this mean that Dario is thinking about not even using 
this functionality… it is not just about class implementations. It would be a better 
representation to say “so we need to use this class transition carefully”. 
 
Slide 9: Experiment use cases.  
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Stefano: I have some difficulty understanding the terms. This is not exactly what we 
[CMS] do. The data is to go on tape and be available on disk. Artem: This is not so at 
Lyon, it is not auto transferred to a disk pool. Stefano: We will only put it on disk when 
try to read it.  Artem: dCache has separate pools. Jeff: For storage classes 2.2 should 
support this. John: I thought we were discussing 2.2! Maarten: We should indicate this is 
the situation now but not the expectation.  Stefano: A clear picture of what is needed, 
what is required and what can be implemented at sites is needed. Jeff: Most people want 
T1D1 – even if …. Stefano: It depends on for how long. There is a large amount of data 
we would like on tape and disk. Tony: A number of people have discussed this and 
reached agreement at Fermilab. dCache and CASTOR are working to agree this. The 
working group was to look at how to use the features to implement at sites. Statements 
about functionality here are confusing. Aretm: This is not going back on the agreement. 
D1T1 will be… John: You seem to be saying that Lyon is not implementing T1D1 but 
the experiments section [of the talk] should indicate what they require. Tony: It should 
look at what as been agreed to be done. John: The CMS details are not to be refined – 
they want T1D1. Jeff: “CMS would like to use T1D1 when available”. Maarten: This is 
mixing the situation now and the plan.  Tony: For the second bullet about ATLAS – Dario 
talked about this in his presentation at the working group meeting. They about doing 
things differently because they were not sure which solutions will support T1D1 but this 
is in the plan. Dario: Actually I left  the meeting thinking that D1T1 would be a good 
thing – but now I am a little confused! Jeff: This presentation of slides may present to 
people outside the room something that is not the position. Stefano: Why is it difficult for 
sites – for data to stay on disk after data moved to tape. I would like to hear from the 
sites. 
 
Slide 10: Nick: This is not correct. Transferring data for analysis is flagged as T1D1. This 
slide sounds like a stagein request. I can rewrite the slide but that slide as written should 
be removed. Artem: I can remove the LHCb name but the transition is a valid use-case. 
Nick: I agree with solution 2 and that is what we imagine.  
 
Kors: We will have a pre-GDB meeting to further discuss this area.  
 
Action 0610-3: Arrange pre-GDB meeting to further discuss storage classes 
 
John: Did you get input from sites yesterday? Artem: A little.  
 
Action 0610-4: All to review storage class summary slides  
 
as the positions written about are not always clear. Send corrections/comments to Kors … 
Flavia wrote minutes for that meeting and they will be on the agenda page shortly 
(though as Stefano pointed out they will need a little editing). 
 
Flavia’s notes from this meeting can be found at: 
http://indico.cern.ch/materialDisplay.py?materialId=0&amp;confId=a058490  
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3. Update from LHCb  (Nick Brook) 
 
Holger: On slide 6 – are these figures for 2008? Nick: Yes 
 
Jeff: What is the tagged data? Nick: It allows skimming and contains some relevant 
metadata. Jeff: Is it stored in 3D? Nick: no these are flat files. John: Row per event with 
physics information? Nick: basically yes. 
 
Slide 13 which talks about 240 physicists was noted as being incorrect. 
 
Jeremy: What errors are associated with the flows being quoted – how accurate are they?  
Nick: As accurate as at the time when the TDR was written.  John: the error bars are 
dependent upon the amount of running… unknowns not under your control. 
 

4. LCG Comprehensive Review (Les Robertson) 
 
Les gave a summary of the meeting which took place last week. The agenda for the 
meeting appears in the MB series: http://agenda.cern.ch/displayLevel.php?fid=666   The 
review was generally positive.  
 
It was asked what SCOD meant. It stands for Service Coordinator On Duty – the person 
with overall responsibility in an operational sense much like the accelerator run 
coordinator.  
 
Jeff: It is too late to whisper something in the funding agencies ears. Even if we 
(SARA/NIKHEF) request more now, we still need more for energy costs which have 
increased. The current delay will allow us to continue in 2010. Without the delay and 
subsequent spending reduction we would not have been able to fund the power. 
 
Kors: Was there any new wisdom about the ARC software?  There has been discussion 
on interoperability but not really here w ith NDGF. An activity started 1 year ago – EGEE 
general interest. It is not crucial now for the experiments. Of more relevance is how the 
SE works. Three weeks ago we had a formal NDGF meeting with about 50 points to 
follow up on. Interoperability was not seen as a major issue this year. EGEE-OSG has 
made progress since the comments last year.  
 

5. JSPG New policy documents (Dave Kelsey) 
 
John: Does this require approval by the GDB? Dave: As far as I understand the MB 
formally approves such things for WLCG.  
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Kors: In the security policy there was discussion on what is meant by a site. It is not just 
an FTS endpoint – correct? Dave: It is a management domain. Jeff: Is that in a single 
physical location? Dave: No.  Kors: There are lots of examples – SARA/NIKHEF and 
NDGF being two. Jeff: For security I would expect the locations to be under one system 
management domain. 
 
Dave commented that not much comment had been received by email and that often 
discussion happens in one or other group but not both at the same time. So Jeff asked 
what sort of policy triggers the different groups (e.g. GDB vs ROC managers) to which 
Dave replied that often it is a specific thing picked up on that seeds the discussion.  
 
Kors: Do all sites have to sign the site policy or is MB acceptance enough? 
Dave: Sites – at contract levels. 
 
Action 0610-5: Dave Kelsey to provide more detail on who is supposed to sign the site 
policy for each “organisation” 
 
For the experiment AUPs Dave noted that often it is worded that  “the xx Collaboration 
owns the policy ….” . This is a problem since it really needs a well defined person or 
body. 
 
Les: Has this been seen by lawyers in the organisations? This is important for the likes of 
CERN. Kors: No 
 
Action 0610-6: Dave Kelsey to send Site Operational Procedures Policy to the list again 
for comment ahead of approval and ensure lawyers at sites have a chance to review the 
document 

6. User-level accounting (John Gordon) 
 
Jeff: Sites may wish to see total figures for resources used at their site. What if there are 
disagreements? Stefano: Trying to keep the system manager from seeing the data is  
impossible. John: We may not be able to stop them seeing it (via the site accounting 
database) but that is a different issue from defining who should have access to the 
summary database. There is nothing we could do to stop the reverse lookup on a user DN 
etc. before the log is encrypted in RGMA. Jeff: Many ARDA sites have their own 
accounting methods – are they covered? Stefano: Site administrators often have their own 
information. Do we want to make it impossible for them to build their own accounting? 
 
John: Do VOs have any other use cases? Kors: This topic has been mentioned at GDBs 
for some months now. Holger: I did not understand the difference between a VO manager 
and a member of the accounting review group. John: A user can see their work. Holger:  
It is not always easy to extract work group details. It is interesting for sites to know the 
usage within VOMS groups in order to discuss with the VOs optimisation of resources at 
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the site – i.e. sites Admins in order to implement policies need feedback at the level of 
groups and roles. John: Local accounting systems may help .  
 
Kors: The tools for user level accounting have been available for sometime – we should 
go ahead and implement. Fabio: The records should be checked for completeness. John: 
We do need more work in that area. Fabio: As a site admin I would like to see that what 
is in the GOC APEL logs is what was sent. Does the encryption work if APEL is not used 
for the extraction? John: We need to populate a table and publish in a given format. We 
would like people to use the publisher.  
 
APEL and DGAS are working with the gLite CE. What about the LCG CE? John: It 
should work for gLite. The FQAN may not function under the LCG CE but APEL is 
already being used widely on these CEs.  
 
Dave: There was a point about pilot jobs and this was raised before … for data privacy 
we require some conditions to be met. If VOs are producing their own logs (VO 
scheduling) then they also need policy doc uments saying who can do what with those 
logs. Jeff: When a job starts to execute on a WN and then changes (to a different ID) the  
batch system does not log this, the information goes to the VO scheduler. John: Then the 
message back to the VOs is you asked for user level accounting so please do not break it! 
Jeff: glexec was mentioned in these discussions. If they use this then they need to keep 
their own user and group accounting. Does ATLAS wants to use it? Dario: We are aware 
of these issues.  

7. LHCOPN status (David Foster) 
 
Jeff: What is security for networks? David: This is not networks per-se. Here we are 
talking about operations policy. Filters that should be put in and ACLs to stop traffic 
leaking into the OPN that should not be there.  
 
Fabio: The OPN can handle traffic between T1s. What is expected to manage this traffic. 
T1s contact each other? David: T1s need to setup end-to-end routing policies. So in the 
IN2P3 example you need to talk directly to CNAF. 

8. VOMS deployment (Kors Bos) 
 
The proposed discussion was put forward in  March. The experiments were asked to come 
forward to lead this discussion but nobody volunteered to give the general introduction so 
Kors did it himself.  
 
Some things of note: Stoppage of voms.cern.ch will happen on 16th October. Lcg-
registrar.cern.ch will be unavailable from11th December. John/Kors: Does this mean 
wecan switch off the ldap services at the end of the year? Maria Dimou: Yes 
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Stefano: Does anyone know if CMS asked to implement all the mentioned groups/roles? 
Kors said this would be covered later but ATLAS had not implemented theirs. Dario: 
This is because we are waiting for a transition to VOMS. Kors: You need to set up the 
groups and roles as a first step, the wider implementation will come. Stefano: Most sites 
here are T1s. For CMS who have started to run production this summer there is  
competition between production/simulation and analysis jobs, many sites have locally 
implemented a way to deal with the different priorities – thanks to the sites for trying to 
accommodate this need. Jeff: The sites implementing this tend to be ve ry supportive sites 
for CMS – most sites could not accommodate requests from many VOs..  
 
Slide 12: 
- We can switch off the ldap servers. By Januaary next year no more will be in 

operation 
- Experiments should implement groups and roles now  
 
Maria: This is easy for them to do. Which other services are VOMS aware is perhaps the 
main issue. Testing VOMS aware services is not an implementation pressure for VOMS 
itself. 
 
There was a brief discussion on the VOMRS DN renewal where a CA has changed its 
own certificate.  
 
Maria: If a CA DN in a new certificate is different from the old one and the previous 
certificate is still valid, the user can add their new certificate. That is you can add a new 
certificates as long as the primary certificate is still valid. If this is not the case then for 
the new certificate the user must reload and reregister with the VOMS. 
 
Dave: this was discussed at a middleware meeting last week and we asked for it (the DN 
check) to be configurable.  

9. VOMS configuration in YAIM (Oliver Keeble) 
 
Stefano: Is what you have shown an example? Oliver: This is what has been implemented 
now. Slide 3 gives an example configuration file that contains the required information 
for CMS. Maria: Note the second line will disappear from October - users will come from 
VOMS. Oliver: When this our advice to sites is to take out the relevant lines in the  
siteinfo.def and reconfigure to avoid warning messages.  
 
Jeff: On the YAIM-site- info.def slide there is something missing. There are groups that 
are VOs. Do you have an idea how to do that? Oliver: I am aware of the requirement – 
the first line will not be enough and the syntax will need to change slightly. Jeff: Is this 
connected wit the internals of YAIM . For the default batch configuration does it have  
anything to do with fairshares? Oliver: It is basic Maui.  
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The discussion became more involved with Jeff sketching on a board. He wanted to 
understand connections between FQAN:Group – the dynamic scheduler config file and 
how information propagates to the batch system ACLs – static ldif needing somehow to 
know the FQAN/queue mapping.  
 
Oliver: All of this [the required changes] can be done by hand now [at the site]. The 
difference was between making it easy or just possible. Kors: If the experiments need this 
the config files can be edited by hand or the site needs to wait for a YAIM which 
supports this? Oliver: Yes. We will be testing something by the end of the week but it 
will be a month at least until it is released.  Maria: The syntax will be like that in  
makegridmap.conf.  

10.  VOMS in the storage systems  
 
CASTOR and VOMS (Tony Cass) 
 
Jeff: There is noting stopping a site doing things differently. It is bad to have multiple 
accounts mapped to one user. Tony: I am saying the opposite. In principle it is possible to 
do the group mapping. For example for the CERN home directory with an AFS Token 
with appropriate access the uid does not matter. John: This is not a site issue but a VO 
issue. Does ATLAS want to have people in different groups? Tony: This is the near 
future not the present. Stefano: Does this mean local access has to go via SRM? That 
nobody is able to run a job that uses rfio; SRM copy has to be used? Tony: That is the 
case now. You do not know the path … okay a stager get is done first .  
 
If you do not go via SRM then rfio does not know anything about VOMS. So there is a 
backdoor which will work if you have the rights. It can do something for you that you 
should not be able to do. The problem is that rfio does not support VOMS. John: User 
access to files stated at a previous meeting was that  gfal would be used. Markus: There 
are still rfio lib raries lying around providing a built in backdoor. Tony: If you rely on a 
thing that is not supposed to work then when a change is implemented problems happen.  
 
Use cases – slide 5 
Running jobs under groups needs to be tested.  
 
John: What happened to gsirfio? 
It has been there for sometime. We can not implement this until we move all CASTOR1 
users to CASTOR2  from when we can use strong authentication. 
 
VOMS in DPM (Jean-Philippe) 
 
John: GIDs are internal to DPM? Jean-Philippe (JP): Yes. Jeff: You have a modified 
gridftp? JP: Yes there is a second lookup to the headnode for authentication. Maarten: Is 
there a need to decide what you want to do to ensure the first group is the one you want 
for that job? JP: DPM does not support multiple groups. Jeff: How will you do this? JP: 
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in the proxy you can have many roles within a group. Maarten: This is not for near term. 
JP: Not before the end of the year. Jeff: It was needed last week. Markus: By who? Jeff: 
We had ATLAS problems  – ATLAS production could not write to the ATLAS pool.  
Markus: This is set with ACLs. JP: This is available for directories and files but not on 
pools. Markus: What do you pick for the ACL by default? Stefano: It is not done per pool 
but allocated space is for a VO or group. JP: ATLAS had a general pool and ATLAS 
PROD was not able to write to it.  
 
Patrick Fuhrmann: Groups – will the same be true for different VOs? JP: For now DPM 
only takes the first. Patrick: There must be a primary VO. JP: If a user belongs to two 
experiments and wants to copy between directories then they need to have 
roles/permissions of the same type.  
 
VOMS in dCache  1.7.0 (Patrick Fuhrmann) 
 
Markus: Groups and roles in the different systems should be the same. Patrick: We try to 
be compliant with previous versions.  
 
Markus: Can you calibrate what you meant in your talk by “quite a while”? Patrick: It 
depends on the SRM work but within the year. A primary concern is that dCache sites do 
not have to deal with something new [i.e. VOMS with the v2.2 changes]. 
 
Kors: If a user gets an error back then does the user have to think about the reasons? 
Patrick: No – that is for the site to deal with. This is about unix permissions for dCache.  
 
Jeff: Regarding the ALICE security model, have you analysed the interaction between the 
two models? Patrick: ALICE require fancy stuff. Nobody would be able to use those files 
if outside VOs unless world writeable. They are using xrootd. Nobody can do anything 
without providing a complicated URL. A non-ALICE file would not be in the catalogue. I 
can not imagine that there is a backdoor.  
 
DPM and xrootd have started an implementation. Using xrootd ALICE will only be able 
to access files it owns. To read another file will need a valid proxy and the ACL must 
give access.  
 
VOMS attribute use in StoRM (Luca) 
 
Kors: Will this [StoRM] be deployed at Tier-2s? Luca: Also Tier-1 - INFN. It fits well on 
gpfs – provides a solution for the disk1tape0 issue mentioned earlier. 
 
Patrick: Is it using the APIs of gpfs natively? Luca: Yes – read from LFC the ACL for 
file and it writes to the system.  
 
Summary (Kors) 
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• The ldap servers go off soon 
• The experiments are asked to implement VOMS roles and groups 
• Site Admins can go ahead and implement job priorities 
• CASTOR implementation of VOMS will wait for SRM 2. DPM is ready. 

dCache is not going to use VOMS for a while but understands roles groups 
using uids.  

 
Stefano: So every site could implement storage restrictions based on VOMS groups? Map 
the ID to unix groups…What about implementing space? Patrick: For dCache - ACLs 
based on space tokens do not reside in the file system – this should be available from 1st 
Nov if you know the spacetoken and are allowed to write the file – you still need a valid 
proxy. Maarten: This is the same for DPM. 

11.  AOB  
 
Ian: For the ALICE security model Xrootd has implications for sites. We should  ask the 
security group to review this area. ALICE has a sealed catalogue and token passed 
around. This model should be examined offline and we should invite people who can 
explain this to the next GDB . 
 
There was a call to also discuss glexec and John suggested the LHCb security model also 
be discussed. 
 
MEETING CLOSED AT 16:30. 
 
Actions: 
 
 

Item 
No. 

Description Owner Status 

0602-4 Phrase the requirement on how to use policies in the WLMS Cal Loomis Open 
0603-3 Follow up to ensure all sites in country are publishing accounting data 

or contact John Gordon with issues preventing this happening 
Country 
representatives 

Open 

0604-6 Drive forward discussions on the VOMS and protocol issues  Ian Bird Open 
0605-3 Provide feedback (with reasons) to Dave Kelsey or Kors Bos on 

whether the security policy presented by Dave is acceptable.  
All Open 

0605-4 Tier-1s to report back to GDB on what proportion of their current WLCG 
work is not reported/accounted within WLCG 

Tier-1 
managers  

Open 

0605-5 Tier-1s to gather an d publish (to the GDB) storage data. 8 numbers 
required for disk (allocated and used per experiment). 4 numbers for 
tape (allocated per experiment). This data is to be gathered at the end 
of each month. 

Tier-1 
managers  

Ongoing 

0606-6 Raise package management as a high priority for WLCG at the next 
TCG meeting 

Erwin Laure Open 

0606-7 Take up and discuss technical solutions for removing shared 
credentials from the VO boxes 

Markus Schulz Open 

0607-3 Request link from Michael Jouvan on running middleware on SL4 and 
forward for inclusion in the minutes 

Ian Bird Done 

0607-5 Mail GDB on feedback on the accounting/policy document Kors Bos  Done 
0607-6 Mail the GDB list asking for comments/approval on the CA document Dave Kelsey Done 
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Item 
No. 

Description Owner Status 

0607-7 Comment on/approve the CA document before 14th July All Done 
0607-8 Urge experiments to push users to re-register and inform tha a deadline 

will be imposed at the next GDB. Circulate job priorities document. 
Kors Bos  Open 

0607-9 Ensure the default YAIM is properly configuring lcas lcmaps for the sgm 
accounts (and that it works!) 

Jeff Templon  Open 

0607-10 Arrange a report for the September meeting on VOMS awareness in 
each of the SRM implementations to date 

Kors Bos  Open 

0607-11 Circulate the presentation on LHC machine readiness/expectations 
written by Evans.  

Kors Bos  Done 

0607-12 Develop a schedule for agreeing the impacts of the new machine dates  Les Roberston Done 
0609-1 Follow up on NDGF security policy position Les Robertson Open 
0609-2 Look up statistics for automated on-call system  and send information to 

GDB 
Bruce Gibbard Open 

0609-3 Follow up VO-Box concerns with ALICE (a class -2 solution was put 
forward but not taken up by ALICE) 

Kors Bos  Open 

0609-4 Those with comments on, and suggestions for, the storage class 
implementations work (many raised during the meeting discussion) 
should send them to the GDB list. 

All Open 

0609-5 Reserve time at the October GDB for a continuation of the storage 
class implementation work. 

Kors Bos  Open 

0609-6 Send storage type sampling script to John Gordon.  Jeff Templon  Open 
0609-7 Move accounting to work in decimal units  Tier-1s/sites  Open 
0610-1 Send mail reminder to GDB list on maximum file sizes  Kors Bos  Open 
0610-2 Provide Kors with a URL for the e2emonit work in EGEE Jeremy Coles  Closed 
0610-3 Arrange November pre-GDB meeting to further discuss storage classes  Kors Bos  Open 
0610-4 Review storage classes summary slides and send 

comments/suggestions to the list 
All Open 

0610-5 Provide more detail on who is supposed to sign the site policy for each 
“organisation” mentioned in the security policy document 

Dave Kelsey Open 

0610-6 Send the site operational procedures policy to the list again for 
comment ahead of approval and ensure lawyers at sites have a chance 
to review the document 

Dave Kelsey Open 

    
    
    

 
 

List of Attendees 
 

X means attended 
V means attended via VRVS 
 
Country Member  Deputy  

Austria Dietmar Kuhn X    

Canada M Vetterli  R Tafirout   

Czech Republic Milos  Lokajicek X Jiri Kosina  

Denmark John Renner Hansen  Anders Waananen  

Finland Klaus Lindberg  Jukka Klem X 

France Fabio Hernandez X Dominique Boutigny   

Germany Klaus -Peter Mickel  Holger Marten X 
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Country Member  Deputy  

   Jos van Wezel  

Hungary Gyorgy Vesztergombi X Dezso Horvath  

India P.S Dhekne     

Israel Lorne Levinson      

Italy Mirco Mazzucato  Luciano Gaido  

Japan Hiroshi Sakamoto X Tatsuo Kawamoto   

Netherlands Jeff Templon X Ron Trompert  

Norway Jacko Koster  Farid Ould-Saada  

Pakistan Hafeez Hoorani     

Poland Ryszard Gokieli V Jan Krolikowski  

Portugal Gaspar Barreira  Jorge Gomes  

Russia Alexander Kryukov V Vladimir Korenkov   

Spain Manuel Delfino  Andres Pacheco  

Sweden Niclas Andersson   Tord Ekelof  

Switzerland Christoph Grab V Marie-Christine Sawley  

Taiwan Simon Lin X Di Qing   

United Kingdom  John Gordon X Jeremy Coles X 

United States Ruth Pordes  Bruce Gibbard  

CERN Tony Cass X    

ALICE Alberto Masoni X Yves Schutz  

  Federico Carminati     

ATLAS Gilbert Poulard X Laura Perini X 

  Dario Barberis     

CMS Lothar Bauerdick X Tony Wildish  

  Stefano Belforte X   

LHCb Ricardo Graciani  Andrei Tsaregorodstev  

  Nick Brook  X     

Project Leader Les Robertson X    

GDB Chair Kors Bos X    

GDB Secretary  Jeremy Coles X    

Grid Deployment Mgr Ian Bird X  Markus Schulz  X 

Fabric Manager Bernd Panzer X    

Application Manager Pete Mato Vila    

Security WG David Kelsey  X    

Quattor WG Charles Loomis    

Networking WG David Foster X   

Planning Officer Alberto Aimar X   
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The following also attended: 
Name Area Name Area 
Andrew Sansum RAL-UK Oxana Smirnova NDGF 
Maarten Litmaath GD CERN Luca dell’Apuello  INFN 
Harry Renshall GD CERN Patrick Fuhrmann DESY 
Artem Trunov IN2P3 Flavia Donno  
PM only    
Jean-Philippe Baud CERN Oliver Keeble CERN 
Maria Dimou CERN Ian Neilson CERN 
 
Also attending via VRVS :  
Name Area Name Area 
Gonzalo Merino PIC Michael Ernst DESY/CMS 
Alberto Forti INFN Riccardo Zappi CERN 
Marcel Kunze   Jose Hernandex Madrid 
Paul Gelissen    
 
Apologies: Roger Jones, Ruth Pordes 
 


